
SkyWatch Guide for Aspects in Astrology: Sacred Geometry 
 
This guide charts out the most important visible celestial alignments throughout our 
class together, from the Venus-Neptune conjunction in Pisces the day after 
Valentine’s Day before our class, to the Solar and Lunar Eclipses in Aries and 
Scorpio after our class (2/15 – 5/20). Make a practice of tracking these cycles—
embody and reflect upon them. We will mention this material briefly at our first 
session and touch back throughout. 
 
Timeanddate.com/astronomy/night - Use this link to track which planets are visible 
on any given day and the best times to see them, as well as great night sky 
simulations and more (link also included on course home page) 
 
General remarks 
• Track the Sun through ~2.5 signs of the zodiac, from 26º Aquarius to 14º Taurus. 
• Track the Moon through almost 3 turns of the zodiac, from 20º Sagittarius to 14º 

Scorpio, or ~2.5 synodic cycles (1 synodic cycle is New Moon to New Moon).  
• Track the Moon’s phase relation to the Sun through these 2.5 synodic cycles. 

Each major aspect of the Moon to the Sun is noted (the lunation cycle). Take in 
what the Moon looks and feels like at each aspect. 

• Throughout class, Venus and Mars are visible in the evening sky, with Mars 
remaining long into the night. 

• Jupiter is also visible in the evening sky through March 22nd when it begins to 
pass behind the Sun (heliacal set). It will re-emerge in the morning sky (heliacal 
rise) on May 2nd. 

• Mercury may still be visible in the first mornings of mid-February charted below, 
before disappearing behind the Sun and re-emerging into view in the evening 
sky on our last day of class, April 2nd. It remains visible through April 18th and is 
best seen about an hour after sunset. This latter is the period in 2023 that it will 
be brightest and easiest to spot in the evening sky. 

• When class begins, Saturn is hidden behind the Sun but emerges in the morning 
sky on March 6th (heliacal rise) and is visible there for a longer and longer time 
as class progresses. 

• Note: Helical sets and rises (when a planet is no longer visible in the evening 
sky because it has disappeared behind the sun, and when a planet re-emerges 
into visibility in the morning sky after passing behind the sun) are approximate 
dates and can vary based on local horizons and other factors. 

• Here is a nice overview for February sky watching 
• For even more detailed information check out the 2023 Sky Event Almanac. 

 

  

http://timeanddate.com/astronomy/night
https://astronomy.com/magazine/sky-this-month/2023/02/sky-this-month-february-2023
http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/almanac/almanac2023ast.html


Day by day: 
• Feb 15   VE-(NE) conjunction; SU-(SA) conjunction 
• Feb 18   MO-ME conjunction (morning sky 7º) 
• Feb 20  New Moon in Pisces; MO-SU-SA conjunction (2º) 
• Feb 21   MO-VE-JU conjunction (evening sky) 
• Feb 22   MO-VE-JU conjunction (evening sky, MO-JU <1º) 
• Feb 24  MO-SU sextile 
• Feb 26  Class 1: VE-JU conjunction (evening sky 3º) 
• Feb 27   MO-MA conjunction (evening sky, exact ~11:30PM) 

MO-SU square (waxing) 
• Mar 1   VE-JU tightest visible conjunction (<1º); MO-SU trine 
• Mar 5   Class 2 
• Mar 6   SA appears in morning sky (heliacal rise, conjunct ME 8º) 
• Mar 7   Full Moon Virgo-Pisces (MO-SU opposition) 
• Mar 12   Class 3: MO-SU trine 
• Mar 14   MO-SU square (waning) 
• Mar 17   MO-SU sextile 
• Mar 19   Class 4: MO-SA conjunction (morning sky 4º) 
• Mar 21   New Moon in Aries (MO-SU conjunction) 
• Mar 22  JU disappears from evening sky (heliacal set, conjunct MO) 
• Mar 23  MO-VE conjunction (evening sky 6º) 
• Mar 24  MO-VE conjunction (evening sky 7º) 
• Mar 26  Class 5: MO-SU sextile 
• Mar 27  MO-MA conjunction 
• Mar 28  MO-MA conjunction; MO-SU square (waxing) 
• Mar 31   MO-SU trine 
• Apr 2   Class 6: ME appears in evening sky 
• Apr 6   Full Moon Libra-Aries (MO-SU opposition) 
• Apr 10   MO-SU trine 
• Apr 13   MO-SU square (waning) 
• Apr 15   MO-SU sextile 
• Apr 16   MO-SA conjunction (morning sky 2-3º) 
• Apr 18   Mercury disappears from evening sky 
• Apr 20   Solar Eclipse @ 29º Aries (New Moon: MO-SU conjunction) 
• Apr 22   MO-VE conjunction (evening sky 7º) 
• Apr 23   MO-VE conjunction (evening sky 6º) 
• Apr 25   MO-MA conjunction (exact ~11:30PM); MO-SU sextile 
• Apr 27   MO-SU square (waxing) 
• Apr 30   MO-SU trine 
• May 2   JU appears in the morning sky (heliacal rise) 
• May 5   Lunar Eclipse @ 14º Scorpio (Full Moon: MO-SU opposition) 
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